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Abstract: We propose the Bethe-Salpeter-like amplitude of spin operator in spin space and consider that the vibration of this 

spin operator amplitude causes the vibration in azimuthal angle space, which causes the anomalous magnetic moment of leptons 

and generates masses of flavor state neutrino. Under this consideration, we can estimate neutrino masses using anomalous 

magnetic moment of leptons instead of using conventional seesaw mechanism. Electron anomalous magnetic moment and muon 

anomalous magnetic moment have been measured precisely so that we can estimate the masses of electron and muon neutrino 

systemically in our consideration. For tau neutrino mass case, we cannot estimate it in our consideration because tauon 

anomalous magnetic moment has not been measured. Instead, we use the squared mass splitting data to estimate tau neutrino 

mass in this paper. These are not mass eigenstates masses but flavor states masses, however, the sum of these masses, which 

should be equal to the sum of mass eigen states masses, is consistent to the current upper and lower bound of the sum of neutrino 

masses for both cases of normal hierarchy and inverted hierarchy. 
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1. Introduction 

The oscillation experiments in the late 1990s, such as 

Super- Kaminokande [1]. And recent experiments, such as 

SNO [2], KamLAND [3], and others [4-6], have established 

the existence of massive neutrino. Then, it becomes the 

fundamental target to find the absolute values of neutrino mass �� 	�� = 1,2,3)). Lourero A. et al. [7] investigate the impact of 

prior models on the upper bound of the sum of neutrino 

masses, ∑�  and obtain a consistent upper bound of ∑� ≲ 0.26	��	�95%	��)  within the ΛCDM  concordance 

model. Another model dependent method is provided by the 

search for neutrinoless double β − decay, 0�%%,  a process 

forbidden in the Standard Model (SM) due to lepton number 

violation. It gives access to the effective Majorana neutrino 

masses [8, 9]. A model-independent, direct method to measure 

the neutrino mass is provided by kinematics studies of β − decay	of	tritium	�-) and electron capture on holmium �-.)  [10-13]. In this type of experiment, KATRIN [14] 

recently reports the upper bound of � < 1.1	��. In theory 

side, the smallness of neutrino masses is explained by seesaw 

mechanism [15-19]. In this scheme, Morisi S. et al. [20, 21] 

shows to arise the neutrino masses in the supersymmetric 

model. However, there has been no article (at least in our 

knowledge) to specify the absolute neutrino masses. In this 

paper, we show the estimated value of neutrino masses using 

by rather different consideration. 

2. Formalism 

Our approach to estimate neutrino masses is based on the 

consideration that neutrino spins generate those masses. To 

work along this consideration, we first propose that spin is 

generated by the vibration in spin space and that spin space is 

not real physical space but is related to the vibration of 

azimuthal (rotational) angle φ which is real physical space. We 

consider that this vibrational mode generates anomalous 

magnetic moments and can be used to explain the spin 

magnetic moment which is related to mass of neutrino. 

To be specific, we speculate the spin operator resemble to 

the hadronic operator proposed by Suura [22, 23] in spin space 

as follows. 

We define the Bethe-Salpeter-like amplitude as 01 =< 0|3�1,2)|43 >                (1) 
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where |0> and |ps> denote the vacuum and physical states in 

spin space, respectively, and the gauge invariant bi-local 

operator in the non-Abelian gauge field as 

s78�1,2) = 9:;�1	8< �2)=�>4 ?�@1 A B3CCCCDEF GDH�3D) IJE K e1	7 (2) 

Here �1  and �1L  denote the spin particle and anti-spin 

particle and α, β denote the Dirac indices. P denotes the path 

ordering and the 
IJE  components are generators of adjoint 

representation of the SU (N) color gauge group. The trace is 

calculated for the color spin a. 

The defined operator of Eq. (2) is gauge invariant but 

path-dependent. We adopt the straight line for the path. The 

reason of this choice is given in Ref. [24]. Then, the equation 

of motion of Eq. (2) becomes exactly same form as that of 

hadronic operator obtained in Ref. [24]. Therefore, we can 

obtain the same wave functions in the relative coordinate 

system except the variable is not r but s defined as s =N3OE + 3QE + 3RE. 
In Ref. [24], the explicit form of equations are given as 01	S�s) = 01	F�3) = 0                 (3) 

0 = TUVW	UT1U + F1 TVW	UT1 + X− YWUZ[E + F\ ]=S − ^WU_[Ùa bEc01	E −
F\ ?YWUZ[E KE 3E01	E                   (4) 

0 = TUVW	dT1U + F1 TVW	dT1 − F1U 01	e + F\ ]=S − ^WU_[Ùa bE 01	e −
F\ ?YWUZ[E KE 3E01	e                  (5) 

Here we set δ�0) = 1  because we use equal time 

commutation relation. 

The solutions of Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are obtained for μ = + FE case as 

01	E�s) = h.i3j	�>4 ?− YWUZ[k 3EK l ?FE− m, 1; YWUZ[\ 3EK (6) 

01	e�3) = h.i3j	3�>4 ?− YWUZ[k 3EK l ?1 − m, 2; YWUZ[\ 3EK (7) 

where κ = − FE+ F\YWUZ[ ]=S − ^WU_[Ùa bE  for Eq. (6) and 

κ = F\YWUZ[ ]=S − ^WU_[Ùa bE for Eq. (7) 

�=S)E = @1EpF2 q1 + 4�i + 1)s
+ tu@1EpF2 q1 + 4�i + 1)svE − ]@1EpF2 bE 

(n is 0 or positive integer) 

F�w, x; y)	is the Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric series 

defined by [25] 

F�w, x; y) = ∑ 7�7{F)・・�7{|}F)~�~{F)・・�~{|}F)�|�S R�|!          (8) 

Important point that the wave functions of Eq. (6) and Eq. 

(7) include the harmonic oscillator type wave functions as 

01	E�3) = const	exp ?− YWUZ[k 3EK           (9) 

01	e�3) = h.i3j	3�>4 ?− YWUZ[k 3EK         (10) 

Note that the solutions Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) come from the κ = FE  case of Eq. (6) and the κ = 1	case  of Eq. (7), 

respectively. 

Reminding that 01�3) is decomposed as 01�3) = 101	S�3) + q−�wD・3̂s01	F�3) + %01	E�3) +%q�w・3̂s01	e�3)                 (11) 

We can notice that Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) are the wave 

functions of β component and that of βq�wD・3̂s component, 

respectively. 

Here, w� = xSx�, β = ixS and γ matrices are defined as 

xS = �−�) � 0 �S�S 0 � , x� = �−�) � 0 ���� 0 � �k = 1,2,3) 
employed by Weinberg [26]. Here, �S is unit matrix of 2×2 

matrix and �� is the 2×2 Pauli-matrices. 

Although Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) are one of the solutions of Eq. 

(4) and Eq. (5), respectively, we can also consider that these 

are the solutions of Weber equation of which the standard 

form is defined as [25] 

TUTRU�|�y) + ]?i + FEK − RU\ b�|�y) = 0      (12) 

where n is 0 or positive integer 

The solution of Eq. (12) is expressed as 

�|�y) = �−1)|�>4 ?RU\ K ���R� �>4 ?− RUE K      (13) 

From Eq. (13), we can notice that Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) are 

also the solutions of Eq. (12) for n=0 and n=1 case, 

respectively, under z = �YWUZ[E 3. 

Taking the variable as z = √2 ? F�ℏU�)�E�)K[� 3, from Eq.(12), 

we can obtain the Shrödinger equation form as 

−ℏE� TU��1)T1U + 1UE���3) = 2��E� ℏ ?i + FEK��3)    (14) 

The important point is that the n=1 vibrational mode comes 

from the solution of βq�wD・3̂s  component, that is, ix� 

matrix solution of which matrix elements are composed by 

Pauli-matrices. Thus, it is reasonable to consider that the n=1 
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vibrational mode represents the vibration in spin space. Also, 

Pauli-matrices in x�  matrix appear in off-diagonal block 

matrices. This indicates that the proposed spin space is not real 

because Dirac showed that Pauli-matrices in diagonal block 

matrices represent the actual spin angular moment [27]. 

Here, we consider that spin s and azimuthal (rotational) 

angle ϕ  are canonical conjugate each other. Thus, the 

commutation relation between ϕ and s becomes as ��, 3� = �ℏ                     (15) 

This means that the relation between ϕ and s is expressed 

as 

s ↔ −iℏ TT�                     (16) 

ϕ ↔ iℏ TT1                      (17) 

Using Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), Eq. (14) becomes 

− ℏUE� TU���)T�U + ��E���) = 2� �E� ℏ ?i + FEK���)     (18) 

Eq. (18) is the Shrödinger equation of harmonic oscillator 

with momentum inertia I and eigen value (vibrational energy) 

of  �	| = 2� �E� ℏ ?i + FEK. 

Note that this vibrational energy is the same vibrational 

energy in spin space as shown in Eq. (14). This means that the 

vibrational mode in spin space corresponds to that of 

azimuthal angle ϕ space. 

3. Estimation 

In section 2, we show that a vibrational mode in spin space 

generates that of azimuthal angle ϕ	space using by quantum 

theory consideration. To estimate neutrino masses, however, 

we describe the phenomena by classical physics. Classically, 

electron spin, muon spin and tauon spin are described by the 

result of the spinning charged particles. To be specific, we 

consider electron case. 

We consider electron as a spinning rigid body sphere with 

the charge �}  evenly distributed in the surface. In 

electro-magnetism, the magnetic moment is defined as ¡D = ∭B� £D × ¥D                 (19) 

Considering the angular velocity (rotational velocity) �¦ = § (dot denotes time derivative) and the radius ¨S, the 

electron magnetic moment is calculated as ¡©	R =A £EHaS B£ª�£ − ¨S) A 3�iE«B«¬S A B�E¬S £E3�iE«��)§ =Ee �−�)§¨SE                    (20) 

where ρ��) is the electron density of 
�}©)\¬HaU and z axis is 

taken along the rotation axis. 

From now on, we consider ¨Sω = §L  as the rotational 

(angular) velocity. 

The electron spin magnetic moment is written as 

¡©CCCCD = �}©)E°± 3Dℏ                   (21) 

¡©	R = �}©)E°± FEℏ	 ?3R = FEK             (22) 

where ²© is electron mass. 

From Eq. (20) and Eq. (22), and using the relation that 

²©hE = E7ℏ;Ha                    (23) 

we obtain 

Ee e§L¨S = ©E°± FEℏ                (24) 

§L = eF³ ;7                    (25) 

where 

α = �E4´µSℏh = 1137.04 ,				h: ¸�@ℎj	º�¸.h�j». 
Note that the factor 2 of Eq. (23) comes from the 

consideration that both the electric energy ¼©  and the 

magnetic energy ¼½ contribute to electron mass equally, that 

is, one half of electron mass is generated by the electric energy 

and the other half is given by the magnetic energy. 

The interaction energy is defined as ¼�|¾ = −¡D・¿CD = −¡R¿R             (26) 

¡D = − TÀÁ�ÂTÃCD , ¡R = − TÀÁ�ÂTÃÄ              (27) 

From Eq. (20), Eq. (26) and Eq. (27), we notice that ¿R is 

obtained as ¿R = −¡S¡R = ¡S Ee �§L¨S             (28) 

where ¡S is permeability of free space. 

Thus, the interaction energy becomes 

¼�|¾ = ¡S ?Ee �§LKE ¨SE             (29) 

Because the dimension of ¼�|¾  is eV・pe , the magnetic 

energy is obtained as 

¼½ = ¼�|¾ \¬e ¨SeÆ = ¡S ?Ee �§LKE e\¬ FHa       (30) 

Reminding that Eq. (18) is Schrödinger equation of 

harmonic oscillator, Eq. (18) can be expressed in classical 

mechanics as I�È + �� = 0                 (31) 

The solution of Eq. (31) becomes 

ϕ = Asin ]��� jb              (32) 
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Thus, the rotational velocity becomes 

�Ê¦ = ¨S�¦ = ¨SG��� h.3 ]��� jb           (33) 

This infinitesimal vibration causes the vibrational change of 

the magnetic field (B-field) in the electron and this B-field 

vibration is smoothly continued by not only the spin space 

vibration but the electromagnetic induction. Thus, the 

vibration of B-field can be also expressed as 

∆¿R = ∆¿Sh.3 ]��� jb            (34) 

From Eq. (33), we can express ∆¿R as 

∆¿R = h.i3j	 ÌG̅��� Ì h.3 ]��� jb           (35) 

where G̅ = ¨SG 

Here, we consider that the vibration of azimuthal angle ϕ 

caused by the vibrational mode in spin space generates the 

anomalous magnetic moments mentioned in section 2. 

Eq. (25) shows that the obtained angular velocity is 

unphysical because it is larger than light velocity. Thus, to deal 

with the magnetic moment correctly, we have to rewrite the 

corresponding B-field as follows. 

Because we can rewrite rotational velocity as α§L = eF³ h, 

the corresponding B-field can be rewritten as 

¿R = ¡S Ee ��w§L) ?F7 ¨SK              (36) 

Using our consideration as mentioned before, the 

anomalous magnetic moment can be given as follows because 

B-field is related to the magnetic moment. 

?ÎÃÄÃÄ KE = ?ÏaUd©KU]Ð̅�ÑÒbU;Ó1U]�ÑÒ¾b?[ÔHaKU?ÏaUd©KU�7ÕL)U?[ÔHaKU = [U][ÔÐ̅�ÑÒbUÕLU = ¨©E (37) 

where ¨© is the electron anomalous magnetic moment, and 

anomalous magnetic moment is defined as Y}EE = ¨, @	�3	Ö¨hj.£	.Ö	¨@i�j�h	.�ij, the factor of 
FE 

in the second line comes from the mean value by time for 

cosine term. 

We define the mean value by time as 

< � >×= lim×→� 19Ú Bj×
S � 

< h.3EXÛ�� jc >×= lim×→� 19Ú Bj×
S 	h.3EXÛ�� jc

= lim×→� 19Ü92 − 14Û�� 3�iX2Û�� 9cÝ = 12 

FE ]F7 G̅���bE = H±U[U°±;Ud�ÞÏa?Ud©KU ¨S           (38) 

Reminding the magnetic energy is expressed by Eq. (30), 

we obtain from Eq. (37) 

where < ¼½ >×= FE²EhE 

Note that precisely < ¼½	¾Ó¾Hß >×= FE²©hE is correct, but ¨©E is sufficiently small so that we adopt < ¼½ >×= FE²EhE, 

where < ¼½	¾Ó¾Hß >×= ¡S ?Ee �KE u�w§L)E + FE ]G̅���bEv F[ÔHa. 
Reminding that G̅ = ¨SG and A is order 1, and using Eq. 

(23) and Eq. (38), we obtain k = ³FS ¨©E²©hEwE               (39) 

For neutrino masses, we know that mass eigen states are 

different from flavor states such as electron, muon and tau 

neutrino. However, we consider the next estimated mass as the 

electron neutrino mass because of our consideration that the 

cause of its mass is the vibration in spin space. 

For any neutrino, it has no electric charge so that we 

consider that B-field generated by the vibration in ϕ space 

causes the spin magnetic moment. To satisfy this 

consideration, we invoke the hypothetical electric �{ and �} 

charge distributed evenly on the surface of the neutrino, i.e, 

double layer surface, and assume that these two layers are 

rotating to opposite direction each other and the direction is 

oscillating. To keep the direction of spin magnetic moment 

one direction, neutrino itself is rolling up and down. 

Reminding the relation equation Eq. (24), and using §à = ¨S�©§ = FE áG̿� ��ã±á, where G̿ = ¨S�©G, k is given by Eq. 

(39), 

Ee e§à¨S�© = ©E°ã± FEℏ               (40) 

Here, we consider that the difference of angular velocity 

between �{ and �} is §à. 

Then we obtain 

²�©hE = ek ℏ;UÕàHaã±                (41) 

Because we consider the electron neutrino as the spinning 

hypothetical charged particle with spin magnetic moment of 

which rotational direction is oscillating, the electron neutrino 

mass becomes the sum of the vibrational energy and the 

magnetic energy. 

In section 2, we derive that the n = 1 vibrational mode is 

the actual vibrational mode in spin space and is related to the 

vibrational mode in ϕ space. 

Therefore, the vibrational energy is  ä = ℏ� �E�ã± 3. 

Then, 

FE²�©hE = ℏ� �E�ã± 3                (42) 
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From Eq. (42), we obtain 

¨S�© = 2√� eℏ;�°ã±;U)dU�å\              (43) 

Here, we use the momentum inertia as ��©= 
Eå²�©�¨S�©)E 

for the rigid body sphere case. 

Using Eq. (30), the contribution of magnetic energy to mass 

is expressed as 

FE²�©hE = ¡Ó ?Ee �KE e\¬ ÕàUHaã±           (44) 

From Eq. (41) and Eq. (44), we obtain 

§à = ?FEK[d ? æeE7K[d c                (45) 

Using Eq. (41), Eq. (43) and Eq. (45), we obtain the mass of 

electron neutrino as 

²�©hE = 16 ∗ 3�d ∗ � ∗ å\ ∗ ?F7KUd = 4 ∗ 3 ∗ 3�d ∗ ¨©E²©hE ∗ w�d (46) 

For the last line, we use Eq. (39) for k. 

Note that Eq. (45) shows this rotational velocity is also 

unphysical, however, the result, Eq. (45), is physical. The 

reason is given in Appendix. 

To obtain the mass of mu-neutrino, we consider as 

follows. 

Mu-neutrino has the same spin 
FE as electron neutrino and 

it has also no electric charge. Thus, it is reasonable to 

consider that the spin magnetic moment is generated by the 

vibration with same potential energy as electron in spin space, 

that is, k is same. The mass difference comes from the 

difference of their radius ¨S�© , ¨S�Ï . However, we cannot 

specify their radius. Then, we assume that ��Ï  is 

infinitesimally different from ��©, which is not actual cause 

of the difference of their radius, under the condition that §�Ïèèèèè = §�©èèèèè. Also, we assume that the infinitesimal difference 

of their k comes from the difference of their anomalous 

magnetic moment. Then, ��Ï is expressed as 

��Ï = ³FS¨ÏE²©hEwE                (47) 

where ¨Ï is muon anomalous magnetic moment. 

Thus, the mass of mu-neutrino is obtained as 

²�ÏhE = 4 ∗ 3 ∗ 3�d ∗ ¨ÏE²©hEw�d           (48) 

In the case of tau neutrino mass, we cannot use previous 

argument because there has been no experimental data of 

anomalous magnetic moment of tauon. Thus, we use the 

square mass difference between mass eigen states �F and �e,. 

Then, the mass of tau neutrino is given as 

²�éhE = N�²�©hE)E +eFE            (49) 

 

4. Results 

Table 1. Neutrino masses. 

neutrino 
Mass (eV) anomalous 

magnetic moment base 

Mass squared mass difference 

base 

electron 5.050 × 10}E  

mu 5.105 × 10}E 5.124 × 10}E 

tau  
7.095 × 10}E (NH)	0.0813 ×10}E (IH) 

Table 1 shows the list of neutrino masses estimated by Eq. 

(46), Eq. (48) and Eq. (49). 

Here, NH and IH denote normal hierarchy and inverted 

hierarchy, respectively. 

For the squared mass difference based mass of mu-neutrino, 

we use the same form as Eq. (49) adopting EFE  instead of eFE . 

Table 2. Numerical value used for estimation. 

 
Anomalous 

magnetic moment 
 

Squared mass [30] Difference �ëìí) ¨© 0.001159652 [28] ∆EFE  7.49}S.Fî{S.Fæ × 10}å ¨Ï 0.001165920 [29] |∆eFE | 2.484}S.S\k{S.S\å × 10}e 

Table 2. shows the numerical values used for our estimation. 

We also use the numerical value of 0.511 (MeV) for electron 

mass and α = FFeî.S\. Note that the squared mass difference of ∆eFE  is positive value for NH case and is negative value for 

IH case. 

To check the consistency of our results, we can compare the 

sum of three flavor neutrino masses to the sum of three mass 

eigen states masses because total mass should be equal. 

Our results indicate that ∑� = 0.1725	��	�ï-)	¨iB	 ∑� = 0.1024	��	��-) . 

For the comparison, the latest article [7] shows that ∑� <0.264	��	�95%	��� as mentioned in the introduction. Also, 

there have been the reports which show a lower bound for the 

sum of neutrino masses [31-34]. Their results are as follows: ∑� > 0.0585	 ∓ 0.00048	��	�ï-)	¨iB	 ∑� >0.0986 ∓ 0.00085	��	��-). Thus, our results are consistent 

of these experimental measurements. 

5. Conclusion and Discussion 

We propose the spin operator which vibrates harmonically 

in spin space and consider that this vibration generates the 

mass of neutrino. Along this consideration, we obtain the 

neutrino flavor states masses of which total mass is consistent 

to that of experimental measurement. 

To explain the smallness of neutrino masses, widely 

accepted model is the seesaw mechanism as mentioned in 

introduction, however, the mass scale of the neutrino masses is 

unknown. 

Recently, the possibility that they could be light enough to 

be produced and tested in laboratory experiments has been 

extensively discussed in the literature. One of this type of 

arguments is based on the displaced vertices [35-42]. Under 

this scenario, Hernandez et al. [43] explain the constraint to 

distinguish whether two heavy neutrino are pseudo-Dirac or 
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Majorana neutrino based on the minimal type I seesaw model 

in normal hierarchy. In this case, if heavy neutrino are 

pseud-Dirac, the light neutrino mass splitting comes from 

higher order gauge interactions [44], and if heavy neutrino are 

Majorana neutrino, these two heavy neutrino causes the light 

neutrino mass splitting. For either cases, however, this 

mechanism may not explain the actual neutrino masses as 

shown as follows. 

Because two light neutrino become massive in this case, 

one can obtain the light neutrino masses using the squared 

mass splitting ∆EFE , |eFE | vales (see Table 2) as: FhE = 0	���),EhE = 0.865 × 10}E	���),ehE= 4.98 × 10}E	���) 
Thus, the total mass becomes ∑ß = 5.845 × 10}E	���), 

which is smaller than the lower bound of the sum of neutrino 

masses for NH case. In the inverted hierarchy case, one can 

see the equivalent expression in Ref. [38, 44], if we consider 

the smallest case, ehE = 0	���),FhE = 4.935 × 10}E	���),EhE= 5.010 × 10}E	���) 
Thus, the total mass becomes ∑ß = 0.09945	���) , 

which is equal to largest lower bound of the sum of neutrino 

masses for IH case. 

Thus, two heavy neutrino may not sufficient to explain the 

actual neutrino masses. Therefore, it is challenging target to 

explain the actual neutrino masses under seesaw model. On 

the other hand, in our estimation, we use the anomalous 

magnetic moment of leptons, which is described as the result 

of vibration of spin operator via the infinitesimal oscillation in 

azimuthal angle ϕ  space, to obtain flavor state neutrino 

masses. Thus, electron neutrino and mu-neutrino masses are 

systemically estimated in section 4. To estimate the remaining 

tau neutrino mass, we only need to find the actual anomalous 

magnetic moment of tauon. We know that the anomalous 

magnetic moment of leptons are calculated very precisely by 

quantum electrodynamics (QED). However, we consider that 

our description also gives some insight for understanding spin. 

Although we obtain the consistent results, our argument is 

based on classical physics except the derivation of spin 

operator vibration. It is necessary to describe these 

phenomena fully by quantum theory. 

Appendix 

Here, we show that Eq. (45) is physical. 

We can rewrite Eq. (40) as 

²�©hE = ek ℏ;U�IÕà ñ)?[òHaã±ñK                (A1) 

In other word, we change §à  to λ§à′  and ¨S�©  to 
FI ¨S�© ′ 

simultaneously. 

Then Eq. (43) becomes as 

FE²�©hE = ¡S ?Ee �KE e\¬ �IÕà ñ)U[òHaã±ñ = ¡S ?Ee �KE e\¬ Õà ñUHaã±ñ õe (A2) 

From Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A2), we can obtain 

§àñ = ?FEK[d ? æeE7K[d ;I              (A3) 

Then, taking λ = ?FEK[d ? æeE7K[d, we obtain §àñ = c, which is 

physical. 

In this case, the radius of electron neutrino ¨S�©  changes to ¨S�©ñ = λ2√� eℏ;�°±;U)dU�å\. 
Therefore, under these change, the value of ²�©hE is same 

as Eq. (45). Thus, Eq. (45) is physical. 
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